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ABSTRACTS OF THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL 
     LITERATURE IN JQPANF

a

voi. gvia September, 1944 No. 5

       1-GENERAL 

   Studies on the viscosity of solu-
tions of macromolecular compounds. 
I-II. li. Kaneko. BTemoira Ryryjrm Ca(lerye 
Eny. 1Q t-n6 (ry3.i).-As a general for-
mum of viscosity of dilute solos, of macro-
mo]ecular mmptls., the author proposes a. new 
one as follows: ~.c=a{c•rp/(tao-c•ry)}+b 
{c•~/(roo-c•w)}=, where a=zs+f'/t6 and 
b=q.q. f indicates the axis ratio of the parti-
clc•s. The theoretical meaning of this formula 
is explained and examples uF its application 
are hriven. The author measured the viscosity 
and diffusion velocity of phenolic resins and 
calcd. their molecular weights. Many interest-
ing suggestions arc gained abo~~t their magni-
tudes and structures. Author.

   The effect of the electric field on 
the viscosity of liquid. I. O. ICimura. 
Eed/. C. S. J., 64, Sys-yoo (tyg3).-For the 

present inrestigation a special ciscosimeter 
was devised and i[ was ascertained that non-

polar liquids such as benzene and hexane are 
not affected by elect. field. Using such liquids 
as .solvents, lauric acid, clastic acid, stearic 
acid, oleic acid, ethyl alcohol and ethyl cellu-
lose solos, were examined. The clfect of 
elect. field is protably due to orientation of 
molecules. J. C. L. 

   The effect of the electric field on 
the viscosity of liquid. IL O. Kimum. 
J. C/ee~a. Soo. Jajxzn, 64, 93i-93o (tyg3)~ 
In such liyuids whose molecules have little 
dipole moment, as benzene, hexane, toluene,

~' -_' ate.

 ethyl bcrucne and pr-dichlorobcruene, the ris-
 wsity is seldom affected by the elect. field, 

 hat in such liquids of large dipole moments 
 as cblorobenzene (fitz, y.y), bromobctrzenc 

 (z.3, 5.z). phenetole (t.3, z.zJ a-dichlorobenzene 
 (t8.z, ;G.o), dichloroethane (y.;, t(r.81 di-

 hromohcnzcne (rz.fi, z3.o) uichloroeth}'lens 

 (t.3, z.z) tetrachloroethane (y.3, zo.y) the 
 viscosity is markedly affected. (The numbers 

 in the above bracket. denote the percentage 
 of the viscosity increase for zo kV and 3o k~'). 

                               J. L. L. 

    Thermal pressure of simple liquids. 
 S. Sisido. J Chem. Soc. .TaTxiu, 6t, S33-

 336 (ty;3).-From the thermal Jrttotion of 
 simple liquid molecule and the derivation of 
 viscosity me/f. is derived a physical amount 

 similar to the thermal press. of liquids. This 
 amopnt is compared with thermal press. ralcd. 

 From the coed. of expansion, compressibility, 

r 

 specific heat and sound velocities of I-Ig, Ara, 
 K, Ar, Pb, Cd, Sn and Bi. J. C. L. 

    Studies on the electrolysis of fused 
 salts. II. The method of measuring 

 the densities of fused metal and the 
 observed values. 'I'. Kurotla. Repf. 

 F.'lectrnteclne., 126, t-to3 (tgg3).=I'hc theory, 
 the apparatus and [he method of measuring 

 density arc refereed to and the obsen•ed value; 

 given. ~ J. C. L. 

    Compressibility of natural gas from 
 Taiwan. L Outi. Nalxrrrzl yaa Rea., 9, t-g 

 (rgaz).-t/Z(=y) for natural gas in Brown's PV 
 ='/.R2' is ezptl. calcd. and y=apr'+Gp{'+cpr

.ti.. _.Ili.l~~..
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 trlpr : reduced press. n, L, r., and rl most. 
 values for respectis•c temps. It is found that 

 y~ t/7, for natural gas. J. C. L.

     A new method of measuring the 
 specific gravity of particles. ~T. Simo• 

 mkasa. Okayama t1lcr1iarl CaAege, 55, qzq-
 a3f (r9+3)~ R'hen drops of a salt solo. 
 whose specific gravi(y is known are suspended 

 in a mixture of petroleum-brombenzol or 
 henanl-chlorofornr, it is ascertained that there 

 holds a linear relation between the positions 
 where the drops stand and the specific gravity. 
 Using this curve, the specific gravity of a 

 sultstance is known from the position of the 
 drop contd. in the alxlve mixture. The 

 measurement can be made with o.oz~o.o3 ec. 
 only of the solo. The accuracy is o.t,°6. 

 'I7tis method can Ire applied to a trace of 
 solid. J. C. L. 

    A study of iron amalgam by X-
 rays. N. Kato. J. C&em. Sce. Japan, 64, 
 toyy-ro8r (rgg3).-]ixpts were rtmied out 
 to dec. by X-rays the crystal stmcture n( the 
 solid phase of iron amalgam prepared by 
 electrolysis. The liquid is pressed out From 

 the auralgam obtained by the electrolysis of 
 ferrous sulphate. I-Ialf--solid residue (von 

 about to°o is filled in a celluloid tube, and 
 the llebye photograph taken by a camera 

 (Cr-K m}'a j m Amp., exposure : 3.j hours 
 and to hours); avoiding its oxidation decompn. 

 as much as possible. (t to) belonging to a-
 iron and othei didraction rays are observed.' 

 It is found that ht room temp. iron-amalgam 
 contains a-iron in mercury. This presuinptioa 

 is similar to that obtained by Palmaer with 
 respect to iron-amalgam [ranted with heat 
 for several hours at 3o0°. J. C. L. 

     A atndy by X-rays of ferrous oxide 
 and ferric oxide precipitated in alcohol. 

 T. Kitn. Sc. P., 40, tz3-tz4{rq;z).-Ferrous 
 oxide and ferric oxide were pptd. from methyl ' alcohol or ethyl alcohol sole. The volume 

 of the product Chris pptd. is larger than that

v:.~- --
,

Vol. XVIII

of the product obtained from the solo. not 
contg. alcohol ; and the product which is 
orrlirradly ma~metic becomes non-magnetic in 
the preseoce of alcohol. ~ The object a( the 

present investigation is to elucidate by X-rays 
the difference hs the structure caused 6y kre 
magnetic character of the ppt. j cc. of r N 
FeSOat3 N FeC~, dissolved in ;j cc. of {a) 
water, (b) methyl alcohol, and {c) ethyl al-
cohol reap. was added to {j ec. of ehe above 
solvents mntg. j cc. of yj N N]I,OII. The 

ppt. of (a) is magnetic, that of (b) is nou-
maametic and that of (e) becomes magnetic 
iu z hours. The ppts. obtained were held in 
slender glass tubes and the lleb}'e-Schemer 

photoargrhs were taken, using I{ line of Fe. 
The results are as Collows: The ppt. of (a} 
bas the same structure as that of FeaQo •i.e. 
body-centered cubic lattice, grid those of (b) 
and (c) are of non-crystalline structure. This 
shows that [he presence of a hydrophile sub-
stance retards the crystal formation of Fe,Oz, 
so that it disuvbs the magnetization of the 

ppt• J. ~. r.. 

   Physical property of aliphatic sul-
phide and its chemical reaction. III-
IV, S. Isida. J. G'bcnt. Sac. T¢p¢n, fig, z3j-
zqt, z;z-z;q (ryg3).-For the sulphides re-

ported in I and lI, their preparation, boiling. 
point, specific gravity, index of refraction and 
velocity of decompn. with hydrogen peroxide 
are here reported, The sulphides veated are 
as follows: (r) I)ialkylsulphide (alkyl: 
methyl, ethyl, propyl, isopropyl, butyl, iso-
butyl, iso-amyl), (z) I)ibeazylsulphidc, (3) 
alk}•I-S-chloretbyl sulphide (alkyl: meth}'I, 

propyl, butyl, isoampl), (q) S•S'-dichlortliethyl 
sulphide, (j) (~-chloretbyl-Q-chlorpropyl-sul-

phide, (6) S•S'-dichlorrlipropylsulphide, (y) 
r•7-dichlorpropyl-sulphide, and (8) R-chlor-
ethyl-(r'•r-dichlorpropylsulphide. V. iLid., 
6I, 38o-386 (t g,y3).-The ultraviolet absdrp-
tion cures of alcohol solos. oC S(CI1,)r, S 
(CrII,)r, C.HSS•C.I-IrCI and S(CH.CII:CI), 
are examined, and the absorption bands of t ~ 
kinds of aliphatic sulphide vapour measured.

I



 No. h r-

 S(CH~_ presents the rsl and 3rd absorption 
 bands, whose suave numbers are a3,ooo-}7,000 

 
.and So,4oo-5z,goocm-' rasp., each rnnsisting 

 of to and q slender lines. The znrh"ahsorp-
 tiou Lv1nd does no[ show slender structure. 

 The distance between these lines is a multiple 
 oC z3o or 33ocm '. The distance of the 

 first absorption band of diisopropylsulphidc, 

 the lowest iso-sulplride compd., is a multiple  ~
of z65 and 3zoem''. In [Iris case, however, 

 the 3rd absorption Ixtnd is not observed. In 
 the case of a higher compd., the curve be-

 comes simpler, the tst and znd absorption 
' bands approaching each other. J. C. L. 

    A study of streaming double re-
 fraction of a highly polymerized lyo-

 phile solution. K. Kanamara, T. Taalka, 
 T. Tanioka and 3i. Yamamoto. J. Ind. C. 

 S. J., 45, a7s-+8 t, a8z-a84, aga-48~ (ryaz)• 
 -I . Studies on streaming double nfiadion, 

 lI. The apparatus and some results obtained. 
 III. The effect of the concn. on streaming 
 double refraction.- The effect of concn. one 

 optical anisotropy is otrserved in nitric acid 
 solo. of cellulose. There holds the following 

 relation between concn. c, velocity (J, and 
 optical anisotropy (,i : deviation of angle of 

 e~tindion X from a/4 : do the absolute value 
 of double refraction) : d=r.=G/(ze=G~-b) and 

da=c'(7/(k,cr}k,), where a, ab, k, and ky 
 are musts. J. C. L. 

    The apace-charge effect of the 
metal particles diffused in liquid 

paraffin, R Torigai and J. Yamaguti. 
Ikrrhi-Gakkai Zaxxi, 63, z9z--z93 (r9}3)~ 
When direct elect. current is passed in in-
creasing press. [o liquid paratim in which Ag, 
Ca, and Se have been diffused, the space-
chatge e0eet is produced.' J- C. L. 

    The reaction velocity by a thermal 
diffusion reaction vessel. K. Hirota and 
O. Kimura. J. Chem. Soc. Jayare, 64, y5G-
759 (r943)~ ~ the case of thermal diffusion 
tube ttsed as the reaction tube the theoretical

r-Ctnem!

1
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fornuila giviry the velocity mast and the 
Irea[ of activation from Ute increase in press. 
is proposed. This (otmula is applied to the 

polymerization of accthylenq and the heat of 
activation is found to be ;.;o Cal. and the 
velocity consts. s at j00 and 700°, S.y, o.ozo/ 
atm. press./sec. J. C. L.

   The exchange reaction of oxygen 
molecule between phosphorous anhyd-
ride and sulphuric anhydride inliquid. 
T. Titani and $. Nakata. Proc. Imp. Amd., 
'L'akyo, 19, 77-y9 (tg43)•-Rfien phosphorous 
anhydride in which heavy oxygen is condensed 
is dissolved in liquid sulphuric anhydride, a 
rapid exchange reaction occurs at room temp. 
The mech. of this reaction is represented by 
the re'.ction : (SO,)" } $O, ~ $Oz } (SO,)". 
Il is to say that (50,)" and neutral sulphuric 
anhydride ion exchange their electrons. 

                              J. c. r..

   Hydrogenation and polymerization 
of acetylene. III. A study of paly-
nterization mechanism by means of the 
thermal diffusion tube. O: I:imura-and 
K. i-lirata. Iiidl. C..S. J., 18,;j-j3 (t)43)• 
-1n a kinetical study of thermal polymeriza-

tion of C,II., the methal oC thermal diffusion 
is adopted for retarding the thermal decompn. 
and separating the reaction product Rom the 
reaction system. W is most ideal as- a heat-
ing wire in the thermal diffusion tube because 
it has no catalytic activity. The evpd. results 
show that the reaction consists only of the 

polymerintion. The degree of the reaction 
is knoom from the fall of press. The dif-
ference X behveen the initial Po and the press. 
at the reaction should be proportional to the 
amount of reaction of GII:. Hence, i( the 

polymerization of Ca-L is of the and order 
according to Taylor, k/~lPo(Po-x)~=k should 
Ue coast. The apparent energy of activation 
obtained from the reaction velocity cwut. is 
found to be q;.8 Cal. (Taylor: ;n3 C;al.). 

                       J. C. L.
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    The itifluence of some inorganic 
 substances upon the combustion of 

 paper. T. 1'atibana• .7. Clung. Soc. Jnlxuq 
 6:1, gz;-qz8 (ty;t).-Paper can more easily 

 catch fire, when contg. some itror~ rare sulr-
 sYanees such ac alkali h}'droxides, alkali and 
 alkali earth carbonates, heavy metal sulphates, 

 feFric oxide or platinum black, etc. The ac-
 tion of these substances is comparatively 

 estimated by lire measurement of the igniubn 
 temp. and fire propagation speeds. This 

 phenomenon results from the catalytic action 
 of the substances upon the ignition of- com-
 bustiblegases or carboraceous products formed 

 6y the decompn. of ~cellulwe. author. 

    A method of measuring the velocity 
 of the flame propagation. R (:oto and 

 11I. Suzuki. 'l'kis Journal, 16, 65-63 (tg;z). 

     The explosion of Al-Powder. I. N. 
 &rta and Y. Iladzaki. )iell. C. S J, 18, 
 xr-go (ry;3).-\Pith respect to the explosion 

 of Al powder, the relation'lrehveen the amotmt 
 of the powder and the mode of i~mition is 

 studied. haect. spark of high temp. is not 
 adequate for ignition. It is found that the 
 heating area is more imporurnt than the temp., 

 and white-hot nicltrome-wire is used, The 
 less the amount of the powder is, the larger 

 the iyn»ter should be and the smaller the 
 distance should be. Iu the case of a given 

 amount of the powder, dre press. of evolution 
 is maxim. at an adequate distance of ignition. 
 The condition of the minim. explosion is 

 that the amount of powder is go mg., the size 
 of igniter too cm. x ro.y5 mm. the distance for 
 ignition t cm. and the temp. Soy°. 

                                J. ~. r.. 

 2-SUB-ATOMICS, RADIOCHEMIS-
  TRY AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY 

     The life of neutral mesotron. Y. 
  Tanikawa. Prce. I'hya-31ath. Soc. Japan, 

  III, 24, 6to-firz (tygz).-Ncutml pseudo-

  w. ..

A ItST
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 scalar mesotron naturally lxgins to collapse 
  when it toms into z photons. Its nltuml 

'~ life is found to be to""` sec or to "sec. 

  by taking pseudoscalar reciprocal action to be 
  0 or cutting the momentum. J. C. L. 

     The life of pseudoscalar mesotron. 
  S. Sakata. Pron. Pkys.-ll7atlr. Soc. Japan, 

  III, 24, 8;3-8;~ (ty;z).=I'hcre are some 
  questions found in d1e previous assumption. 

 The term detg. the life of S decry is of o 
  function type and such a term is ascribed to 

  unlimited application of a theory. If the 
 application is limited, this term is removed ' 

 and therefore it is difficult w explain the 
  nuclreus force, S decay and the life of meso-

  tron in the theory of pseudoscalar mesotron 
  only. Tlris leads to the rnnclusion that 'the 

  Fermi theory should be adopted or the exis-
  tence of hvo k vds of mesotrons be assumed. 

                                J. c. r.. 

     Theory of mesotron. II. It. i11i}'a-
 ~zima and S. Asanaga Se. P., 40, zr-6y 
  (tg;z).-1n the new method of observing dre 

  stale of mesotron around heavy particle as 
  proposed in the preceding report, the reaction 

  is taken into account, the wave function be-
  ing calcd., according to the Hartree method. 

  In this report, the parameters in the +vave 
  function expressing the mesotron field around 

  heavy particles is increased in nwnber to 
  make the methal more accurate. The pro-

  lxibility of fomring many mesotrons by dte 
  collision of fast protons with heavy particles, 

  is so low that it seems improbable that cosmip 
  my is caused by protons. J. C. L. 

      The theory of mesotron and nucleus 
  force. R. Nliytrzima and 5. Asanaga. ,Sc. 

  ft, 40, 27;-3to (rg;3)•-The system consist-
  ing of the nuclei and the surrounding meso-
  tron field is Explained according to Asanaga's 

  theory, and the force of nucleus is examined. 
  The mesotron fields calcd. are those of charged 

  mesotrom, neutral pseudoscalar mesotron, and 

  pseudoscalar mesotron. J. C. L.

(1944)



      No. b s-Sub-Alonu~g 

        On the scattering of fast neutrons. 
    II. The cross sections of inelastic settt-

    tering of D-D neutrons. I. Nonaka. 
    TLsibalenky~jilr6, 18, fi, z93-3~ (t943}•-

    Thc absolute number of gamma ray yuanta 
    emitted from a known number of Cu nuclei 
    by the action of ll-D neutrons (zsz 11IcV) 
     was measured by Geiger-bliiller counters of 

    known clliacncies, and the mm~ber of incident 
    neutrons was measured by n tigh press. ioni-

    sation chmnber_ filled with h}'drogen and 
    nitrogen. Thus the cross section of inelastic 

    spttcring of ll-D neutrons by Cu nuclei 
     was obtained to be a;,,rt=(t.9toz) X to-" 
    cm'. I3y taking this value of Ca as standarci, 

    .°,„et of other elements could be detd. from 
    their known relative values. Author. 

        Scattering of thermnl neutrons by 
    solid. L-II. I. Pvmura and R I-Iasiguti. 

    Lice. LmLi. flcrzrL, 18, 65z-653 (tggz), 19, 
     z6-z3 (t y43).-i. '1'be change of scattering 

    'cross-section by the treatment of metals at 

    room temp. By being mmplctely annealed, 
     the scattering cross-section of Cu i;-enlarged 

    by the heat treabnent and the values would 
     be maxim. only in mnsequcnce of such a 

    veannent as the reduction of the thickness by 
    seveml °°, while that of AI remains unchanged. 

    This suggests that annealing causes [he ex-
    unction of rst order, which would be reduced 

    by the treatment at room temp. The mosaic 

    
-crystals of the annealed samples of Armco-

    iron, electrol}'lic iron and Cu are supposed to 
     he S x to ', 3.6 X to {, 5.8 x to'' cm. resp. 

    II. The c/fcct of heat distortion in the rliffmc-
    tion scattering by quarto The scattering hotly 

    consisted of t t single-crystal gaartr. plates, 
    aach being g mm thick. The plates were 

     heated ~unevculy ~~•ith nichrontc w've inserted 
     between them. The amount of, neutrotu 

     passing through these~~plates were measured. 
    The said amount u decreased with hGtting 

    elect. current (a g Amp.) and several minutes 
    after cutting oti` the current then decrease in 

     amounF was not recovered. The decrease 
    may be explained as due to the failure of the

Fadioclrenrirlry and Pho[odumiilry
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primary of secondary extinction caused by the 
inner distortion produced with uneren heating. 

                         J. c. L. 

   The scattering of neutrons in iron-
nickel alloy. Y. I ionda. Proc. Phys.-3lath. 
S'oc. Jtp¢n, 16, tq8-tgz (tygz).=1'hc cUangc 
in scattering of slow neutrons through heavy 

grating (or the atomic concn. and the long 
range order is examined ~by the method of 
Poeiantschuk. J. C. L.

   Breakdown of heavy proton nucleus 
by neutron. T. Isizu. 1'roc. Phye.-.3/ath. 
Soc. Japan, III, 2•t, 8x8-Sqz (iy;z).-Con-
sidering' Wirhvngs-yuerschnitt' of the procesg 
of a heavy proton nucleus Ueing broken 
fast neutron into z neutrons and r proton, 
the transition of heavy proton from its standard 
sL•tte to the mntinnous energy state Uy the 
reciproatl action brtween beau}' ptolou nucleus 
and neutron, it was calcd. \Vithiti the approx-
imate range of Born. J. C. L.

   Spectra of the r-rays of '=V and 
NMn. Laboratory of Atomic Nuclei, Osaka, 
Imp. Univ. Pros. Phya-i/alb. Sor_ Japan, 
III, 'l9, 8t8-8zo (ty;3)- The spectra of T-
rays of 10V and "`Nhr were studied Uy means 
of the magnetic spectrometer having high 
analytical power The 7--my of 6AV is single 
and its energy is r.;gtaoz AieV; that of 
'vIDln consists of three ]fines, having energy of 
o.BGGto.ooo8; t,83to.oz, and z.ttto.oz 
MeV. The intensity ratio of these rays is 

5.5 : t.c : r. J. c. L. 

   The 'electric discharge in Geiger 
Miiller counting tube. R. IVl inakawa. 
Proc. bnp. Acad., lbkyo, 18, 4fi8-473 (ryiz)• 
-The mech. of the elec, discharge in the 
counting tube is discussed, and' it is exptl. 
found Uy means of an.oscillogtaph that the 
elec. discharge does not require'tlre discharge 
of the photoelectron from the metal wall. 

                         J. C. L.

   .,..a
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    The measurement of radioactivity 
by Geiger-Mfiller counting Tube. It. 

 Miyazaki amt T. Sato. Jap. F.lcct. Hes. brat., 
2, [fig-[fig (rggz).-Five di6erent kinds of 
Geiger-Bliiller Gomuing tubes have been devised 
Cor the measurement of the acfivity of radio-
active substances presenC in a highly absorptive 
bony and the tubes are examined and com-

 pared with one another by measuring the " amount of thoria contd: in thorium-tungsten 

 and black sand contg. thorium. It is possible 
 to use an adequate tube within the error of 

 a fety %. J. C. L.

   The measurement of atomic mesa 
by means of mass spectrograph. K. 
Okuda. Pirtll. Inst. G'hcnt. Pievcarek, 21, t-
t~ (tygz).-The atomic mass oC "l;, "N, 
saNa, ~, stg.. :cs. stCl '°A 'sCa, %,:, 1s. lo, sort, 
s"Fe, 1nd ug "'•"•st•"Ni. is calcd. by means of 
die apparatus devise[] (or the analysis of 
mass-spectrograph of Bainbridge-Jordan type. 

                         J. C. L.

   Isotopic weights of sulphur and 
titanium. 'I': Okuda m[d 1C. Ogata. Pron. 
P/rys-Dlafh. Soa Talxnt; 25, 3, 37q-375 ([9q3)• 
-With the mass-spectrograph of Baiubridge-

Jordan type, the isotopic weights of sulphur 
:urd titanium were measured by the doublet 
method. tJ Sulphur a} "S: By the 
elect. discharge through the mist. of oxygen and 
a trace of ethvlmercaptane (Crl-1sSH) vapour, 
we obtained well matched doublets "'O_ '=S 
and "C "O<'=C'=5. These two mass dif-
ferences being quite in good agreement with 
atch~otlter within the exptl. error, we take 
the weighted mean of [hex results for the ~~, 
maser difference r`O: '=S as follows : '6O: 
SrS=[gt .~o.7. From this difference, the 
following isotopic weight as well as packing 
fmction of 3°S can 1[e obtained : 'sS=3 r.y8o8g 
fo.7 x [o "; tracking fmction of '=S=-j.y8 
t o:oz. 

    b) 3'S: 'the '=S'iI,--"S doublet is 
obtained by the ordinary discharge through 
the. vapour of etbylmercaptane, and the mass

          - ~

difference obtained as follows 

    Doublet DilTerence in mass (dM x ro') 
  srS'II_ s'S zoo .gt3.z 

   From the results thus obtained and also 

from the above value of'=S and'H=[.oo8[3[ 
to.o33xao', the following isotopic .ceight 
and packing fmction of '''S can be obtained, 
siS=33 .977 t [ t 3.3 x [o ' ; packing fmction 
of "5=-6.73to.to. 

   i) T'iumium : As to deln. of all five 
isotopic weights of Ti, we-obtained by the 
discharge through the vapour mixt. of titan-

letmbromide, normal pentane and ethylmer-
captane the following doublets. 

    lloublet lli(fcrence in mnss (dR1 x [o') 
  '.C"S'H s-"Ti 349.ot q.5 

  ,sCaxS'H9 ,tTi 444.ztg.a 
       1°C,-'sTi 5z[.6tq.6 

    "C .,'1i_"Ti 588.3t5.t 
   "C ,'H. 50Ti 66y;.613.6 

By using these results, together with the above 
valne5 OE ~"S and ' H, "C= [ z.oo387 t t o.33 x 
to ', 'the ti4lnium masses decd. are given 
below 

   Isotopic weight Packing fmction 
'sTi=g5 .g66rztg.5x[o' -7.36to.zr 
,.Ti=g6 .g6.t73tJ•5 -7.SOto.zo 
,d•pi=47 .9633z ~q.3 -7-6gfo.[o 
'"Ti=g8 .96g79t5.3 -7•[yto.[t 
`dTi=gq .y6zzyt3.8 -7.5gto.o8. 

                            Authors..

   Standard vibration of polyatomic 
molecules. L-II. T. Simauti. Bull. brat. 
Pkya. Chem. l'eseareh, 21, Sz5-833~ 83q'8gz 

(tggz).-I. General treannent of the standard 
vibration of methane derivatives : the follow-
ing (onnula expressing the potential in a 
molecule 

where y is the distance o~tf atomic ealency and 

a u the angle of atomic valency, gi~~es the 
vibration number of a molecule which is ap-

prarimate to the expt. value of the term of 
the. force. of atomic valency dyt•dy~ and the 
value of the tens of reciprocal action of the
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atomic repulsion dy;dap is added to it. 
Nevertheless, the physical meaning of the temr 
of the recipropl action is not clear. Accord-
ing to F.. B. Wilson, the secular equation of 
the standard energy of a molecule is ~GF-Ed~ 
=o, where G is the series of kinetic energy, 
F series of potential energy, F. unit series, 
and d=ar.°c'r+", v vibmtion number. G and 
F of CXrXuXmXrv-type molecules (reing 
made. and simplified and the symmetry of the 
molecules, taken into account the secular 
eyvation for the standard vibration numbers 
of CY,, CXaY, and CX,Y, are proposed, IT. 
Consideration; on vibmtional spectra of CCI„ 
CChBr, CCLBr., CCIBr, and CBq : according ' 
to the secular equation in Report r, the 
rousts. fctp, fret, fnctra and hscret of force 
necessary for vibmtion on the basis of the 
.vibration number of the a Raman nys in CCI,, 
and CBr., solns. of the CX. type are calcd. 
h,ctsr, F eNr, h.,ciur, and facano the consts. n( 
the foree behveen Cl and Br, are decd. from 
the above consts and the vibmtion numbers 
thus obtained agree well with the results of j. 
T.ernmte obtained by the Raman spectrum. 

                         J. c. i. 

   Dielectrics from the viee•point of 

quantum construction of conductive 
electron. H. niie and T, Ivlatumoto. F,lea-
Crieily, 3, 357-359 (t 943}.-\Vit6 the thin '. 
films of KCI, NaCI, Na73r, KBr, KI, Sr0 and 
13.10 preparedvt vacuum, the emission of 
secondary electrons by the impact of primary 
elecnons at low elect. press. (r-aoV) is 
minutely ohsen~ed. The ratio between pri- ', 
miry electron flow and secondary flow is ' 

gradually inaeaserl with accelerating eloct. ' 
press. of primary electron and reaches a 
maximum. In the case of KBr the emission '~ 
of secondary electrons is examined by giving 
a retarding press. J. (:. L. 

   The force between gas molecules i 
and the equation of state. R. Diipako. 
Sitt.I:yo Enr~ineering Univ., 1, z-tz (ty4z).-
Ttie force behveen thehydrogen molecules at 
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low temp. is quantum-mechanically examined. 
In the wave equation of relative motion of 
nvo molecules, the values are calcd. by in- -
tcgmtiou by using Jennard-Jones's potential 
between the molecules. The second coeli. 
obtaned is found to I>e -8y at zo I{. This 
is far, smaller than lhat obtained by Nijhoff-
I{eesom; and by using de Bcer-1Slichels's 

potential, the coe(f. is - r t t. Those z poten-
tials rlo not seem to be correct. Comparing 
the calcd. value with the esptl. one, the author 

proposes the following formula : V(y}= 
(Sa3/y"-t.3z3/y^) x ro "ergs. J. C. L. 

    A study of hydrocarbon and its 
substitution product from the theory 
of molecule. VII. Rotatory isomeride 
of 1.2-Dichlorathan. N. Yamaguti, Y'. 
Morino, K. Watanabe, and S. 1\Iizusima. J. 
C6cut. Sac. Japan, E4, S3o-33a (tqq;).-The 
elect. diffraction of r.rDichlorathane (gas) is 
oluerved and the values [S=(ar./d) sin (B/z) ; 
a the wave length of the electron-rays; 0 
angle of incidence Cor thu maxinnrm and 
minimum intensity of radiation are a; follows 
maximum : 3.zo5 (t), 4.yao {t), G.oo3 (-), 

yBJ9 (+), y.zo5 (~), to.g}B (-). rz.o5r 
(t), ta.8t3 (f); minimum: a.r4t; S.yo=, 
G.GGq, 8.59r~ 9.993 rt.3o5, r3.tSy. Thex 

values agree well with the theoretical for a 
mixture of isomeridcs of trans-form and inter-
mediate fomr. J. C. L. 

   Theoretical discussion of the scab 
terinq of molecular rays in a gas. T. 
I{ihara. Yroc. P/eys: 11(atlr. r5nc. Japan. III, 
'L5, 73-SG (tya31.-Rrith respect to the scat-
tedug intensity of the molccUlar nys having 
cithe'r homogeneous or 6etero~eneous velocity 
in a gas, iho (orntula of angular distribution 
is tlerivprl, in which the potentiaF between Lhe 
molecules is taken to be U(r)=)r'°. 

                         J. C. L. 

   The investigation of thin films of 
organic substances by electron diffrac-
tion. III. The theoretical intensity 
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curves of the three halos. J. liakinoki. 
,Pros. Phys-7!¢tG. Sbe:.7¢p¢rr, 25, 5, 358-367 
t(t943)~ B}• applying the me[hod of gas 

diffraction analysis, the theoretical intensity 
curves for the three halos obtained from thin 
films of highly polymeristtl organic substances 
by electron diffraction were caled_ They 
account sumess(ully for the obsen•ed ruasima. 
By dividig a large number of interatomic 
distances into three appropriate groups sore Uy 
melns of partial use of the integral form in 

place of the usual summation (orm, a good 
agreement of curves with observations can be 
obtained, while such simple sodel as a glu-
cose or a cellobiose unit of cellulose stn not 

give s•ttisfactory results. Author. 

    The electron emission of single 
crystal of nickel. H.]Cawamura and S. 
Sito. Seiarce, 13, z3;-z55 (ry;3): The 
electron emission is oUserved Uy attaching 
BaO to a sharpened nickel needle. \\'hcn 
the needle ii heated f r several hours at about 
tooo°, BaO crystal ~ evaporated from the 
point of the needle, and a single atomic 
layer remains. In this case, the point of the 
needle is a single crystal of nickel of to ' cm. 

                          J. c. L. 

    The first ionization potential of 
CO. T. Takaminc, Y. Tanaka, and M. 
Avata. Sc. P., 40, 37t-3ig (t9i3)•-TI'e 
Rydberg absorption series that contract are 
observed at 534.73 and 86S.t3 A. These 
series belonging to (o.o) and ([.o) vibration 
series in the CO-I-X"- ~'*'-. COX'v* transi-
tion. J. C. L. 

   On the A 3065 band of neutral 00. 
H. Ours and 11[. Ninomiya. Prod Phyx-Jlofh. 
Svc. .7grxtn. 25, 5, 335-353 (t943)~ \Ve 

photographed (o, o) band of Oll on the 
Puji " AI " plate using the znd order of z t 
foot concave grating in eagle mounting, which 

gives a drspeision of about r.z8 A/mm- 1'he 
source was gained Uy the Geis§ler discharge. 
The analysis of the band was made : 35

    TR
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lines were arranged in R, branches, 3,y in the 
12r Uranches, 4z in the Q, branches, qo in 
the Qs Uranches, q3 in the P, Uranches, i3 
in the Pr Uranches trod 55 is the satellite 
branches. Picking up ¢he lines looking like 
Watsori s satellite Umnches, +ve compared them 
with neighbouring OI-I lines. P'or-the identi-
fication of satellite brauches the intensity 
curvU for the normal rotation were traced. 
We compered them with the curves obtained 
by espt. to confirm that the rotatiod w'e oU-
served was abnormal for the '77 state we 
compared with that of (z, o) band of 114. 
IsUay, appl}rig the 'combination principle. 
Consts. lie', Do , BQ , a' and y' for °~ state, 
A, B; ', llo' and the width ofd douUling 
for `II state were calcd. The isotope effect 
of Ba , a' and D; especially that of Bo 
were exanrd., in detail considering the zero 

point energy. Authors. 

   On the fine structure appearing in 
the emission band of crpetalline phos-
phorus. I. Studies on the CaO-Mn 
phosphor. Y. Utida and IDi. Ueda. little. 
LrPI. Pleya. Chenn. Rexcardr, 22, 6, 57Y58v 
(ry43).-A p1rt of the emission band spectrum 
of the CaO-11In phosphor was found by cool-
ing at~ very low temps. to resolve into some 
narrower ones, which could he arranged into 
nvo series each having almost most. wavN 
number difference c. zzocm'', 

   These phenomena were interpreted~as due -
to the "forbidden" electronic transi6on_°G 
-+`F in Mn III spectrum accompanied by 

the simultaneous stimulation of some modes 
of the elastic oscillation in the CaO-11In crys-
tal. The upper vilmtion states were found 
to be u'=o and n'=t. 

   With these results the theory of crystal 
excitation of Peierls and Frenkel is criticized. 

   Some possible electronic transitions are 
considered for the rest of the emission band ' 
not showing structures. Authors. 

   The near ultraviolet absorption 
band spectrum of benzene and its. deri-

1
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vntives. VI. Toluene. K. Asagosi and 
Y. Ikemoto. Sc. P., 90, toj-nr (ty;z).-
The absorption band spectrum is similar to 
those of other benzene derivatives. "1'he spectra 
where wave-numbers are iu the order of in-
tensity 5z7 (a)~ 93'- (d); t ryz (e). 9ft.t (b), 
and 75z (c) cm-' are most Gequently ob-
served. These vibrations are considered to be 
totally symmetric vibrations rat the superior 
electronic state, their st<~ixlard vibration bein; 
regarded as corresponding to 6zz, tooz, tzoy, 
ro3z and 78j cm ' resp. 7-aking into ac-
count the above mentiontxl intensity, the}• arc 
classified thus : A series :39,;5; cm-' (Q-.o) ; 

3S,oto cm-' (Q~a) : D-series : ;o,zyj cm-r 
(0~3d); B-series: 33,;d7 cm '(O->b), 3y,go7 
cm'' (O-.zb), E series 38,6yj cm'' (0--•e), 
39,8j7cm-r (O->ze), 3y,u}gem-' (O->eta), 
;o,39t cm-' (O->zeta) ; C series: 3S.z35 
cm'' (O->e), 3S,y8j cm-' (0-.zc). All of 
the double lxrnd series arc obscrccd. 

                         J. c. L. 

   The ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
of azobenzol vapour. N. Imanisi and T. 
'1'azi. J. Chern. Soc. .Inpoo, 6•t, jzt-j z; 

(ty;3).-The ultraviolet alu'orption spectra of 
azobenzol vapour at various temps. were ob-
server) and the vapour was found to have an 
absorption region at 3333-z6t8 A and z3o3 A 
-short wavelength. In dre fomrcr case n 

group of uncontinuous aborption band was 
obsen~ed and in the latter case completely 
continuous one. 1'he wave number of the 
unconlinuous absorption lxrnd is expressed by 
v=zq$35}z-'ore within the exptl. error, 
which sho+vs it to be equidistant molecular vibra-
tion specuum. This means that the azobenzol 
molecule which does not vibrate at the funda-
mental electronic state is excited by absorbing 
light to the only one hamtoniow vibration 
which possesses zzocm'' vibration quantum. 
It is inferred from the intensity change oC 
various spectra of the ti value with temp. 

                         J. C. L.

The effect of hydrogen on the

lfiil~lt~mit€~ Vol. 18 No. 5a
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ultraviolet fluorescence of iodine. 0. 

1\fabud. J. L'1a.'s. Soc..7ayare, 63, 1733-r737 

(tg;z).-The fluorescence spectra caused by 
the ultra+~olet rad'rllion of iodine and carious 

},uses in a tube are photographed. \Vhen 
hydrogen of r-V to uun- pres. is mixed, the 
Oldenberg series in the spectnem u well 

quenched ; in the case of that of to mm. it 
is quenched up to n}ooA. ~In the case of 
oxygen of to nun., Iluorexcnce is nearly all 

quciiche~l, only the spectrum of the light 
source being observed. "This shows that 
hydrogen of ;mur. press. produces the some 

effect a+ ox}'gen of r mm. pres;. 
                     H_ :\r O. :\ir 

 The ratio of the yacnch-
   ing effect 3 t r._ 3 

 Viewed from the kinetic 
a j r t t i z    theory of gas: -

                         J. C. L.

   The molecular spectrum of cadmium 
vapour. Y. .llorimolo. ~llonr. jlirairxn 
Univ. of Sci. surd Lib, lE, t;t-iS3 (ty;3). 
-I3y agitating Cd vapour by means of a 

vansfomrer (or neon light, Te;la coil, and 
accumulated elect. discharge, the effect/ of 
elect. curcent, temperature and the prey. of 
an added rare gas is examined. 77re band 
spectraz Gave been newly found in ja3z-jjjz 
A and z t;; .\. 1'he z t;; A band is very 
e•eak in its intensity. From the condition 
under which the lruxl appears it is assumed 
shut the band is due to the transition of the Cd. 
molecules from the t'So to z~S, state. The 
continuous spectrum iu the short wave length 
region of the zz88 A. resonance caused by 
elect. stimulation shows that the branching on 
the potential curve of the Z'Sotz'P, state 
should be interpreted by P'inkelnburg's theory. + 
The ztz A glow tend is not caused by elect. 
stimulation but 6y accumulated discharge, 
which is corrsidered related to the resonance 
zt;;A of Cdll,being emitted by the Cd 
vapour molecules; Similarly the zzyz A f~~d-
is correlated to the resonance zz65 A of CdII. 
+Another contiguous specuum and band specF 
nuu have been observed, -which seems to frg
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emitted from the Cd vapour The intensities 
of these lends newly observed arc increased 
with the rise of temp. and .that oC the press. 
of the rare ~ s added. J. C. L. 

    The molecular spectra -of mercury 
vapour by nccumulater discharge. Y. 
ISIorimoto. Ilirosin+a Urriv., 12, zSr-zS6 

(tg43).-When elect discharge is pried 
through the mercury vapour in a large dis-
charge tube contg. a rare gas, the intensity of 
the known continuous spectrum observed a[ 
4350 and ;;jo A is decreased and 'another 
intense continuous spectmm appear over the 
visible regidn, This spectrum extends to the 
long wave length region farther than that of 
#S5o.4, iv intensity being enhanced with the 
rise of temp. 'This appears only in case the 
density of the mercury vapour and that oC 
the elect. current are considerably high. The 
maximum intensity is. observed in the neigh-
bourhood of Gjoo .1. This spect'rwn does 
not belong to the (c'So-F z'Po)'O„~tate and i[ 
seems to be due to a highly excited state of 
Cd, molecule or Cd_+ molecule. J. C. L. 

    The effect of temperature on the 
molecular spectrum of mercury vapour. 
I. O. Iltasaki and H. Takeyama. Il~rosima 
aniw., 13, z6g-zyg (rg#;).-Itlercury vapour 
is examined at temp. from room temp. to 

 r,ooo°. At low temps. a number of narrow 
band spectra are newly obsen•ed over the 
range from the ~isihle region to near ultra-
rdole[ one. At medium tetnp. a band having 
a s[recturc appears in the visible region. This 
band dis:tppcars at higher temps., mina con-
tinuous band without any structure is observed 
at' the long wave lens h part of z'S,-z'Py y 
lines. J. c. L. 

    The minute structure of the emis-
sion band of a'crystalline phoaPhores-
cent body. L Y. Urida and 1'wi. Ueda. 
Bttll. Inrt. Phya. Chem. Rexearch, 'l2, j77-
58z (tyq;): Part of the emission Ixutd of a 
phosphorescent body prepared by adding t

V°1. XVIII

cool equivalent of 11In to Ca0 is decomposed 
into several narrow tends by cooling. It.is 
exptl. confimtcd that it is due to the property 
to the phosphorescent body itselL Fach group 
of these bands is arranged in nvo series with 
a definite' rave number difference, zzo cm '. 

                         J. c. L. 

   Yhoaphorescence of zinc sulphide. 
I. Yhoapborescent spectrum. Y. Uehara 
and H. Imai. Tosibz Itentyu Jiho, 18, z#;-
z#g (tg#;).-Ten samples of zinc sulphide 

phosphorescent substance were prated (or tj 
min. at t, too° and excited by 'ultraviolet 
m}'s of ;6jo~1 Hg; the spectra of the 
fluorescence and phosphorescence were taken 
with spectrograph. J. C. L. 

   Chemical luminescence of vegetable 
oil. Y. Tunoda. Sceenec, 13, rzg (tg#3)~ 
`,Vhen a vegetable oil is dried faint chemical 

luminescence is sometimes ohsen•ed. Such -is 
the case with a drying oil. When 11Ig com• 
ples salt is added to heated vegetable oil, such 
luminescence is very marked. \Vhen j cc. of 
oil is treated with z mg, oC the complex salt 
and heated, the oils of'sojabemt, cotton seed, 
and camellia seed show ruby crimson Iumines-
cence. Such luminescence is ascribed to 
the action of peroxides and the admixed 
complex salt- J. C. L. 

   Chemical studies on super high 
cycle electric discharge of flame type. 
II. S• 111izusima, Y. 1liorino, and Y. 1\Iizu-
sima. J. Client. Soc. Tn7x[re, 63, tpsq-t76r 
(rq#z)•-fly rectifying of high voltage elect. 
source, elect. discharge of flame type started 
in carbon monoxide and carbonic anhydride 
and its spec[mm is examined. ~ In the present 
expt. many kinds oC band spectra have been 
observed. The mech. of the emission of elect 
discharge of Flame Type is in good agreement 
with the consideration from the molecular 
theory previously reported. The most im-
pornurt exptl. Fact is that the C:-Swan band 
is observed in the case of CO, and not is that
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of xnrbonic anhydride. Fran this fact and 
the energy relation of the reaction is derived 
the mech. of emission. J. C. L. 

    Measurement of the amount of X-
rays by Rontgen film. ifI. Akiyima. 
Bull. E'Gxlrolcclua LaG., 7, x to-t t; (x943).-In 
the photographirvl measurement of X-rays it is 
necessary for the film to be more than about 
0.6 in its degree of blackening. 1'he nature 
of the rays should he exactly knoen and the 
treatment of the filth be carefully made. 
Under these conditions, the amount of X-rays 
ctn be measured by comparison oC the charac-
teristic crtrvea. J. e. L. 

    The X-rays fluorescent plate, lL-
-III . IC. Nisikawa and A. \Vatanabe. Siutazu 
Xcvieir, 4, t4j-x47+ x48-xjt (x943)•-II. 
Thu colour tone of the luminescence of the 
fluorescent ]ilate by selective adsorption of the 
wavelength of lead glass protective For X-rays 
and cantcrt Ions is studied by a spectrograph. 
The energy loss by transmission is minimum 
at jj~jg~r~ and it is clearly observed as 
the energy loss of the luminescence. Ill. 
The relation bctsvicen the size of the crystal 

particle of a tiuorescent substance of zinc 
sulphide-cadmium s}'stem and the blackening 

phenomenon : it is continued drat the blacken-
ing of the fluorescent plate for indirect X-ray 

photograph differs according to the size of the 
cn'stal particles of the fluorescent substance 
and its degree of blackening tahen treated 
with oxidizing and reducing agents. 

                          J. C. L.

 3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND 
    THERMOCHEMISTRY 

   On the cadmium standard cells. 
Y. Isibasi: Rexearchea of Use Eleelrofeek. 
LaGm'relmy, 459, r6y (ty;3).-The exptl. 
study of the general characteristics of the 
rndmiwn standard cells contg. a neutral or 
acid electrolyte and of the said. or unsaid.

r'.~ii~1i~..
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typeis described. 'Phmretical considerations 
on the 6ysteresis and the polarization arc also 

given. 11te mecL, of the clumge of the 
mercurous sulphate during the long period is 

 discussed and it is sho~yn that the change of 
 e.m.f. is principally clue to the hydrolysis oC 
 the salt,rnot to the oxidation as indicated by 
 W. C. Vosburgh atxl 14f. 74pplcp. The author 

 concludes that the satd. Cd. standard cells 
 rviilr acid electrolyte of o.05 N or neutral 

t 
said. standard cells mntg. deuterimn oxide 

 prevent ilte hydrolysis of rocrc. sulphate and 
 shoo• excellent mnstanc;•. Author. 

   .llielectric loss by polar molecule. 
 I. Measurement of the loss angle of 

 liquid. S. Kubo. Enl[. C. S..7., 1R, tyo-
 r%3 ~t943)= To discuss the diclect. loss from 
 the theory of molecule, att apparatus to 

 measure it by the method of change of rcac-
 tance.-is devised. Its accuracy is less than 

lo.r X to ''; and at x ro a in dilate solo. for 
 tan S of a solid sample. ). C. l..

   Debye's theory of liquid dielcctiics. 
S. Karieko. I3«!l. 7ilcclrotcclru. 7aL., 7, 3tg-

3t9 ~t943)- flccordiug to I)ebye the potential 
energy of ilte liyuiet molecule is represented 
by 11 cos 0. The relation bzhveen the di-
clectrio and the temp. is here examined. 
The observed value does no[ agree with that 
calcd. from dielectric mefF. of a gas, aril 
llebye's theory is consistent o•ith thereto-
dynamics. ~ ~ J. C. L

    Studies on hydrocarbon and its sub-
atitution products. VIII. The mining 
ratio_of the dielects, coasts. of liquid 

diehloroethane and rotators isomerides. 
 h". Watanabe, S. lIizusima and Y. Masuko. 

 .T. CAenn. Soc..7aPala, fi4, y6z-gfi6 It'J43)•-
Using the apparatus of measuring dielect. 
coast. with alternating current source, the di-

 elect. most. of dichlorobenzene at -to, to, 

 3oand 50° are found or be rz.83, n.3t; 
 ro.o8 and g,o4 resp. • From these values the 

 mean dipole moments are obtained and the 
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miring ratio of the traps Form and the meso 
fotm is obtained which agrees swell with that 
obtained by the intensity of the 12aroan rays. 

                           J. C. L.

    The dissociation constant of strong 
e]ectrolytes. S Ranel:o. EullJslcrlro(ecktr. 
7.ali., 7, zGfi-z Gy Qyq;).-According to the 
theor}' of statistical kinetics, dte dissocn. cons[. 
of an electrolyte can be obtained from the 

potential energy between ions, but in (ac[ the 
potential energy is'unknown. 1'he Comtula 
expressing the relation behveen the potential 
cnergv and the dusocit. rnnst. bas been derived 
and dissocn, const. of halogen salt in vacuum 

`calcd . The relation between the dissocn. cons[. 
in a solo. and temp. is also discussed. 

                              J. C. T..

   The Lindemann formula concerning 
melting. Tlectriceonductivityoffused 
salt. VI. 5. Sisido. J. Che»r. Soc..7apatt, 
63, ry.33-lygz Irya3)~-\'Vith respect to KCI 
type crystal, fmtn the thermal motion of ions 
and the force acting between the nclrest ions, 
dre Lindemann formula u=most. C(Tm)/ 

(nlVm z/;)~'° isdedce<l. In the fommla, 
u denotes the vibration number of the atom, 
Tm:the melting point, hI the atomic wcigbt, 
Vm' and Vn the molecular volume at the 
melting point. The formuLt is teased on the 
assumption that each ion is unable to make 
simple harmonious motion on acrnunt of a 
snong thermal motion of the surrounding ion;. 

                              J. c. T..

   The equivalent conductivity of zinc 
sulphate. 5. 1Caneko and Y. Kubota. 'E~dl. 
Eleclrolcddt. Lob., 7, z;t-z*z (ryq;).-Sup-

posing that there exists the Iijerrutn ion pair 
ina solo., the disson. of zinc sulphate, a, u 
caicd., using the same disson. coast. as in the 
case of activity rnefl., and the limit of eyui-
valent conductivity at a conch. of the solo. 
'of o, the formula of the equivalent conducti-
vity ~1* of free ion, and the equivalent con-
ductivity A of ainc sulphatefrom A=aA* are

1 I
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measured, and satisfactory results are obtained. 
                         J. c. L. 

   A study of the removal of zinc 
atoms in a zinc accumulator with radio-
active zinc N. Kamevama and N. Koba-
yasi. Jsle<2ro-clu:neiadr~, 11, to-t7 (ty43)~ 
To examine the removal of zinc atoms m 
elect disebarge or in the state of still stand-
ing, a terntinal teas made of a compd. of zinc -
with 12all and the transition of radioactivity 
obsen•ed 6y means of a Geiger-ilIDllcr count-
'utg tube. 'Line ions brought in by amm 
exchange or by elec4~o-analysis migrate by 
diffusion or cotrvectiou into another substance. 

                         J. c. L. 

   The effect of the concentration of 
e]ectrolytic solution on the discharge . 
volume of the electrode of zinc cell. 
T. 'Ciku. Slec[rachent., 11. t7-zo (t9g3)= 
\l'hen elect. discharge is passed from the 
anode and cathode in various conchs. of 
electrolytic solo., the volume n( anode is in-
creased with that of conch., while that of 
rathode is maxim. at the ranch. g.g \f. 

                         J. C. L. 

   A suggestion for the measurement 
of the thickness of the galvanization . 
layer. I{. Takahasi. '1'oaiLrz lienk~x Ji7+n, 
1R, t~B-rbz (tyq;).-When the Cu electrode. 
and the stmple for galvanization with a poten-
tiometer inserted behveen them are immersed 
in a copper sulphate soln.,~ there occurs a 
suln-titution reaction beaveen the plating closed 
by the partial cell fomted ahd Cu'". The 
reaction ctttt be measured from the change in 
potential difference .with the time, which i, 
used for the measurement of the thickness of 
the layer. 1'he conch. and t8mp. of CuSO, 
solo. as the most important ~ factors for this 
reaction are ecamined and the (ollnwing eq. 
is proposed as the velocity ey.: dm/SdB= 
k'C"~8 [m denotes the amount o( galvanict-
tion, S the galvanized surface area, C the 
conch. of CuSOa solo., B the time for the 
decrease in elect. press., k' coast. of the sub-

y
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stitutimr velocity (=y.e '~~ X to'/T ;rI' is the 
absolute temp.}J I-Ience, the formula expres-
sing-the thickness is obtained: dd/d0=o.q3 
e '~' X to'/T [ti=the thickness of galvaniza-
tion layet; b=m/(S.p) ; P=the density)] the 
density of galvanization layer being taken to 

~be ~.iq. The valve obtained is in good 
 agreement wide that observed by means of a 

 micrometer. ~ J. C. L.

   Analysis by faint photoelectric 
discharge. >\I. I1luda. Flirloti Ilyormt, '26, 
t37-iqt {igg3).-In the case of analysis by 
faint photoelect, discharge, there are fo!wed 
basic sates as zCuSOr•5Cu(OH)a, CaSO,•3Cu 
(OH)„ 'LnSO,•37.n(OH), and hydmxides in 
concentrated and dilute solo, of CuSO, mid 
''/.n50„ colloids in H.PtCIq,, IIAuCI, and 
H_PdCh solo.. and hydroxides in NiSO., and 
Mg50.,. From the results anti mech. of elect. 
discharge it is conducted that the positive ion 
of [he metal liberated by elect. discharge 
reacts secondaril}' to form hydroxides and 
basic salts. J. C. L.

     -The LudwigSoret effect of melted 

  KNOB AgNO, system. K. IIirota, I. 
  Llatmiaoa and Y. Tanaka. P<dG C. S: J., 

  64, Sn-St6 (rgg3},-A mixture of KNO,-
  AgN'O, (too: 3) held in a sleader glass tutee 

  was heated in an elect. furnace at varying 
  temps. for different hoots, and the Ludwig-

  Soret effect was thus produced. After [he 
  contents were mmpletcly coagulated, the tube 

  was cut into 4 pieces. The amount of Ag' 
  contd. in each being decd. and the ratio of 

  thermal separation measured. Siher salt is 
  condensed at the low temp. part except for 

  short fusing time. At qoo° in an average, with 
   the temp. difference of 80°, z-3 days later, , 

   the ratio was coast. being about t.3o. The 
   Soret coast. obtained is o.003. J. C. L.

   Hydrosulphite. X. .The reduction 
of acid. sodium sulphate with zinc 
amalgam. H. \lurooka. Iivll. Ivrsl. CAene. 
Reeea9•ck., 22, r6;-rby. {igg3).-The velocity

- -..._ _

J'Thaogorhmrubp A °1 

of NnHSO, formation in the reduction of 
NaHSO, withLn amalgam becomes Larger 
Mith reducing Prt and increasing [H_S0,] or 

[IISO; ] [II']. The lower the conen. of 7.n 
amahim,'the smaller the ve!oeity; the velo-
city is directly proportional to the conen. of 
7.n on the surface of amalgam: J. C. L.

   Elect. voltage of decomposition by 
fusion of magnesium chloride. III. T. 
Okmio, \V. Sakai and T'. Oki. J. L7ec'ro-
clean. daaoe. Jofxnt, 11, 35 3G (r943)~ The 
electromotive force of a revcrsble cell of 
Fused IIigCl,tCaCl: system is measured by 
the compensation method. From the results 
obtained, the thermo-dynamical value of 11IgCI: 
in the salt mixture of the system is G11cd., 
and the effect of CaCI. on the activity coeff. 
of 11IgCl: is considered, and it is assumed 
thai the complex ion such as \IgCa,,' and 
Rigta; ', is formed at low conen. of CaCh. 

                         J. c. L. 

   Schmelzpnnktsformel der Kohlen-
wasserstoffe. I: iYlitteilvng: Schmelz-
punktsformel der n-Paraffine. S. Isi-
kawa and "I'. ilTotoda. G'xrll. Inst. Pkya. 
G'lecm. Iletrxzrch, 'LE, 4, 36o-3~h (reJg3)•-Als 
allgemeine Sehmelzpmiktsforrncl der a-Yam-
f3inc bekamen .vir die folgende 

In der 1''ormel bedeutet 'L' der Schmelzpunkt 
{°C), tz die Iibhlenstotfatomszahl im illolekid 
mid C, 1. and z {x lice ziviscnen f and ±) 
I:onstante. 
    ller berechnete \\'ert you x aus dem 
Schnielzpuuki con C„H,., C.,H„ and C;,H~s 
ist 7/q. Dabei wird die Fonnel (I) vvie folgt 

   \Venn mananstatt iz die hlolekulanchmelz.-
punktszalil lI. P, N. (DIeltingPoint Number) 
d. i. die Somme der Atomsehmelzpunktszahl
m. p. n. (melting point number) der Kohlen-
stoHatonte and der \\'asserstofiatome im 
14Iolel:iil pimmt, stimmt die berechnete mit 
der .gefmxtenen gut uberein. Zum Beispiel

i

i 

f

.
~
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    wenn man als m. p. n des K4hlenstoffatoms 
   o.j and als nr. p. n. des ~Vasserstoffatoms t.o 

   rechnet, bekommt man folgende Schmelz-

   punktsf0rmel fiir aa-PamFl'ine, die im Molekul 
   migemdezahlige Kohlensto(latome enthal[en 

    v T=rjr.7-4 _3z3z.z_ (f11) 
              1/ (14I. Y. N.p 

       Fur die >s-PamfGne mit gemcler %1hl von-
   Kohlenstoffatomen muss man folgende 'Lah] 

   C zu 1\I. Y. N. in der Formel (III) hinzu. 
   fugen`; 

         G=t.8-I-0.1x(6-n) (IV) 

      Diese „ geradeiahlige Iiorrektion " ist fiir 
   hohere I{ohlemcatsserstoffe als C~sII,F nicht 

   nutig. Authors. 

       Vapour pressure of molecular cry-
   stal. 1~. Vapour press. of iodoform 

   crystal and calculation of the heat of 
   sublimation of a few molecular crystals. 

   I. Nitta and 5. Seki. .7. Chem. Soe. Sapme, 
   64, 475-48z (lggg).-The vapour press. in 

   the solid phase of iodoform crystal is mea-
   sured, and from the cha»ge in temp. are 

   derived a few thermodynamical values, such 
   as the heat of sublimatiat. The values ob-
   served and calcd. are compared with those of 
  SnLr, PSBr„ TiBrs and h crystals which be-

   long to D-Ii t}•pe of ' Strukturbericht'. Ac-
   cording to the approximate Cormulae of London 

   and Slater-Kirksvood concerning the Van der 
   ~Vaa1s force between mo]ecules, the reciprocal 

   action among the elements in the chemical 
  .union to molecules or division into atoms is 

   calcd. ; the values obtained are larger by to%. 
   As. for I: crystal, the ' 2lfargenan' force sort 

   restitution are measured and examined. 
                            J. C. L. 

      Thermal conductivity of highly, 
   polymerized substances, L-II. N. 

   blatano. .7. Ind. C. S. J., 46, 1z4-tzq (1943)• 
   -I, The method of measuring~themral con-

   ductivity : on both side of ~a disc of heat 
   generating substance are laid a rowed film of 

   the sample. Outside of it a heat absorhing

sulstancc is placed. IT. Thermal conducti-
vity of fibrous goods of about jo°° filling 
(Cal./cm., sec degree) is o.oooz Cor protein 
fibre and 0.0003, for cellulose fibre. 

                             J. ~. T..

 4-COLLOID CHEMISTRY AND 
    SURFACE CHEMISTRY 

    Superheated sot of aluminium 
hydroxide. T. Katumi and T. I{its. Sc. 
P., 40, 68-7r (tg4z).-A highly staU]esol is 
obtained from aluminimn hydroxide contg. a 
small quantity of chlorine ion by heating at 

 r q0° under a certain press. far r hour. The 
stability seems unaffected' by the dilorine. 
From the olvseivauon of .its elect. cataphoresis 
by means of the U-tube it is found that the 
sot is a positive colloid, causing a mutual 
coagu]ation with a colloid;il solo. of arsenic 
sulphide. The stability of the sot is 1»ndered 
by freezing. ~Vheu iron hydroxide is heated 
a]onc under pressurr., no sot is Formed in mn-
seyuence of the coagulation. On dre other 
hand, if it is heated with an equal nmount of 
aluminium hydroxide, a stahle red-brown sot 
is formed. ~ J. C.. L. 

    Diffusion by heating and under 
pressure of Mn, Fe, Co and Cu hydro• 
rides in the .presence of aluminum 
hydroxide. T. I{aturai. ~ulL C. S. J., 18, 
zz7-z7q (rgg3).-Rrhen t(te samples in a 

quartz tube are heated at tqo° for r hour in 
an autoclave, IDIn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Pb hydro-
rides tend to be desiccated and their precipita-
tion volumes are reduced, but in the presence 
of A] hydroxide Ni and Pb hydroxides they 
remain unchanged. The colloidal solos. of 
AI-Co and Al-Cu h}drxides produce [he 
Schlieren phenomenon. j. C. L.

   Irregular series of coagulation by 
the electrolyte, of colloidal solution. 

VIL-VIIL-'N. Sata and S. Ito. Brell. C.
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S. J., 18. rat-r33, r34-tot ([943)•-VI[. 
The adsorption of silver nitrate by sulphate 

pets, as a method of explaining irregular 
series of coa~wlation of colloidal solo. of 
mercury sulphides by silver riitrate, the adwrp; 
lion of silver nitmte by mercury and arsenic 
sulphides was measured. Comparison hetn'een 
the adsorptioh cuncs shores that the adsorp-
tion by arsenic sulphide is large in amount 
and that there occurs an exchange between 
arsenic ion and silver iou. The adsorption 
by mercury sulphide is the onliuary non-polar 
adsorption.VIII. 1\Icch. oC irregtiladty of 
coagulation and its characteristics. In many 
cases, the first coagulation occurs by alt ex-
tremely lon• concn. of the electrolyte. As 
the coagulation value of polyvalent ion is 
small, the irregular series is posed by the 
electrolyte cond. a polyvalent ion. The first 
coagulation should occur under the condition 
of the transition to the second stable part 
with the increasing conch. of the electrolyte. 
As a probability of such a condition a coagu-
lation rnily by neutralization of elect. charge 
and free from cohesion is consietered. In the 
case of colloidal sulphide, the combination 
of silvr nitrate and mercury sulphide can only 

present such a phenomenon. This characteris-
tics is explained to hate some relation to 
chemical propertie, suet[ as the speciall}• 
high coagulation activity of silver ion in spice 
of being monovalent and of small solubility 
of silver nitrate. J. C. L. 

   Artificial aging of V,Oa colloidal 
solution. K. Sato. &ull. C. S. J., 64, tqy-
zoo ([943)•-V,OS colloidal solo. is artificially 
aged by heating, and the change of density 
and ' Stnimug~loppel brechung' with the 
time is measured. From the results obtained 
the heat of activation is calcd. (above 6,000 
cal.).. It is assumed that aging is caused by 
the growth of V,Os particles and the change 
of the p'vrticle'to hydrophobe nature. 

                          J. c. L• 

    Studies on organoeols. I. Gold

.~/~ ..
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organoeols obtained by a chemical 
method. I. Vamakita. Y7iis .Tournal, 17, 
66-Sq (ty43)• 

   Colloidchemical action of super-
soniewaves. VII. Oxidizing component 
of potassium iodide. \': Sacs and K. 
Nakajima. Bufl. C. S. J.~18, zzo-zzz (ty43). 
-A [race of ialine in potassium iodide is 

ex•.tmined antler various conditions. The 
amount of io%linc tdtcr the addition of an acid 
reaches maximuin in z4 Lours. The measure-
ment of the iodine in potassium iodide by 
supersonic waves shows that when the inten-
sity of supersouic waves beeomo ;ruler that[ 
a cetiain d eree, the amount of ialine is 
decrcaseri and it remarkably did'ers even for 
the same intensity. Tktis su~ests that tkrc 
decompn. of potassium iodide by supersonic 
waves can not be ascribe.i to the action of 
hydrogen peroxide formed from the arygen 

present in vvatcr. ~ J. C. L. 

   Dehydration by electro-osmosis. S. 
Komagata. J. F.lretroc/,em. _-ls+oc. Jayan, 11, 
83-86 ([943)•-The dehydration by electro-
osmosis is ellective for large capillarity of the 
substartce to be dehydrated. The higher the 
boundary-elect. motive press. and the lower 
the conductivity of the solo., the more elfec-
tive is the dehydration. J. C. L. 

   The desorption of H:O molecules 
adsorbed cot a platinum plate by slow 
electron impact. Y. Isikawa. 1'roa buy. 
4cad, 19, 38o-384 (tH43)• 

   The determination of the thickness 
of an adsorbed molectilaz layer of 
water. 1'. Isikawa. I'rac. Inrp..4axd., 19, 

38i-39z bY43)• 

   Dielectric absorption of soluble 
resins and the theoretical considera-
tion. F. Kawai. F.Gx!ricity; 63, ;03-306 
(1843).-1\'ith several kinds of soluble resins, 
each dilTering in the chemical structure of its
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 polar part, the rlipolc moment and dielect. 
 absorption were measured. It is concluded 

 that the existence of a group of polar 'atoms 
 ctpaUle of rotation is to be supposed and that 

 if such a group can be regarded as tUc DeUye 
 dipole, the restriction of elasticity is to be 

 olxserved a, well as that of viscosity. 
                               ]. C. T.. 

     Selective adsorption of oleic acid 
 in paraffin oil. IIL-IY. T. Iguti. J. 

 Chem. Soe. Japan, fi4, 7x7-749• 7io-Ti 
 (ty43).-IIL Theoretipl observation of the 

 adsorp~ion of oleic acid in the boundary oC z 
 liyuid phases. p'or tUe formula of the adsorp-

 tion velocity of oleic acid in the boundary of 
 the z liquid phases of pamflln-oil solo.-pure 

 water, do/dt=CAIN-n)/n]t Bn is proposed. 
 Supposing that, once adsorbed in the Uoundary, 

. the molecules arc never desorbed, Bn=o. 
 Being integrated, it Uewmes t=(N/A) C, (n/ 

 N)'-I-}(n/N)]. Comparing this with the ex-

 pd. result, the coeff. A is decd. dtis tUeore-
 tical curve is in good agreement wilt the 

 expd.. carve and the above supposition is 

 justilied. IV. Adsorption of oleic acid by 
 cellulose. With respect to selective adsorption 

 by cellulose of oleic acid in plraffin oil solo., 
 the amount of adsorption and the number of 

 the molecules adsorlxd were decd. The as-
 sumption is jastificd that the whole soin. 

 remaining in the cellulose has the same conch. 
 as the solo. after adsorption. J. C. L. 

    The life of bubbles of a liquid. lI. 
 The life of bubbles covered with mono-

 molecular film of insoluble substance. 

 J. Isemura. J Chcra. Soc..7npan, 64, tor6-
 roz3 (tg;3}.-From the life of bubbles mea-
 sured and the surface press.-area curve, the 

 relation beuvemt the state of monomolecular 
 film of insoluUlc sulstance and the life of the 

 UuUUIe is studied. In the substances produc-
 ing condensed Guns or liyuid expartsion films 

 and in those producing gas films or vapour 
 expnnsion films, dte stability (life)-area curves 
 are markedly different from each ether. In'

~,.

s,.r.
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tlm former case dte Uubbles arc not stable 
until the molecules are completely covered, 
while in the latter tUc surface press. is exh•e-
mely Jou• mul the bubbles are stable in spite 
of inrnmplete covering. J. C. L. 

   The characteristics of dilatancy. 
k. Sato and B. Tamamusi. J. Ckene. Sae. 
Tapau, 64, 34r-348 (r943)•-With respect to 
the dilatancy of soluble starch, F and the flow 
velocity (.S~ were measured arrd it ryas found 
that there holds the following relation between 
them : S=(F)"/>r", Cn < c]• J• C. L.

   Alumina gel catalyst. VI. S. Abe. 
Se. R, 40, 33t-33z (rgg3).-'\lumina gel e~s 
pptd. from solos. of hydrophile colloids, such 
as agar agar, starch, and glue; the hydrophile 
colloid was waslmd away with warm weakly 
acidified water. The alumina gel thus treated is 

porous and very lu~werful as a rttalyst for 
alcohol-dehydration. J. C. L.

  Amorphous carbon. IL-III. II. huada. 
Z Eleelro-elcena., 10, 453-455• .t55-•s58 (t94z)• 
-II . Activation of atrbidc and absorption of 
active carlwn: Ixtsed on the discussion in a pre-
cious report, carUide a~as immersed in ttV HCI 
for one night, washed, dried, powdered, sin-
tered and heated at too° for saturating a•er-
heated vapour. 'T'hen it cvas heater( at 400° 
in reducing (lane, kept at 3-8 mm Hg. (or z 
hours and activated by cooling. Generally, 
vegetable carbon h:u good aUsorptive ability. 
III. Absorption of carlwn tetrachloride with 
active carUon : provisional expls. arc carved 
out mncerttitw absorption cyuil. at z5° atul 
under diferent press. J. C. L.

   Acid clay. III. Clay treated with 
acid. K. I\iitui and T. lijima. Autul Fuel 
Researde, 162, r8 (r943)•-The X-ny diffrac-
tion image and the hrttitig and dehydration 
curve of acid clay are not changed by acid 
treaMent. Fe and AI on its surface is dis-
solved and part of silicic acid remains on the 
surface as non crystalline silicic acid, The

(1944)
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praluct of acid ueatmeut is far more acidic. 
On the other hand, the dehydration of ethyl-
almhol with acid clay as a catalyst has no 
relation to .the acidity. It is assmned that as 
the surface of the clay mttsists of stamina 
and silicic acid gel, the change in composition 
(cads to that of catalytic activity. (. (:. L. 

  Cata]ytic action of a cast metal. L-
II. H. lllntumo[o and '1'. Takei. F.Jeelrcehenei-
slry, 11, 7-ro {ty;3).-I. The themroanalytic 
catalytic action of acetylene : GII. is allowed 
to react on a sample of cast metal kept at a 
desired temp. anti firm the amount of carbou 
remaining in the sample is exazuinerl the 
catalytic activity. The r~nlts ob4lined arc 
compared : Ni ~ stainless steel ~ Fe ~ Cu 
brass ~ %n Z Sn ~ /V (at abom Goo°). I I. 
C_H, heat decompn, of cast Ni and Ni-Fc 
alloy: in the eau of plated Ni the decompn. 
velocity is higher than in electrolysed Ni. 
'Phe thicker the layer thn bigher the velocity. 

                          J. c. L. 

    Studies on the iron catalyst used 
for the synthesis of petroleum by X-

 rays. I. S. Kodama and .H. Taham. J 
 Ind. Ckcm, S. J., 45, tzGo-tz63 (ty{z).-For 

invcstiga~ing the nature of nn iron catalyst and 
the decline in its activity, the change of the 
crystal state during the nurse of the synthesis 

 reacfion was studied by X-my analysis. The 
original iron catalyst (Fe-{•zs%Cutz°o DIn 

 -{-tzg% diatom earthtz%K,CO,} did not 

 give any definite figure when examined by 
 X-rays. 1Vhen it was heated at yoo°, it 
 tamed into a-FqO,. When it was reduced 

 at {50° it lost its activity as a-Fe. Further, 
 when it vcas oxidised at x5o°, it changed to 

 a crystal oC spinal g•pe, but it did not reaatin 
 its activity. J. C. L. 

    Thermal analysis of the catalytic 
 action of colloids. IV. Hydrogen-, 

 oxygen, and nitrogen- platinum sot. 
 E. Suito. This Jo<ernnt, 16, t-t{ (ty{z). 

    On the poisoning of catalysts. I-II.

9fiI~}t~~iti~ Vol. 18. No. 5a
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S. Ono. 'Plus JmtnutJ, 17, u5-t;3, r4i r5o 
(' 943) 

    Mired catalysts. L-II. S. 'I'anida 
~tdl. C.. S. J., 18, ;o-36, ;G-4{ bya3)•-I~ 
The promoting action of molybdenum and 
tungsten for a nickel ca4alvsU : the change of 
tbu catalytic action for hydrogunation in tl+e 
case of the addition of iVio or W to a nickel 
ca4dys[ u examined from C~Hni-ji~I.->C~II~.. 
When t5 atoms of Mo or 5 atoms of \V arc 
added to too atoms of Ni, the catalytic activity 
is maxim. The relation Ix:hvicen the consti-
tuent of the ettalyst and the catalytic activity 
di0~urs in the cases of Rio and W. The den-
sity o(a catalyst with highest catalytic activity 
is 6ighc°-t. From this it is inferred that the 

promoting action of Mo and LV is due to (a) 
the formation of a chemical compd., (b} the 
fnrmatiori of solid solutitnt and (c) a partial 
reduction oC oxidcw of 11Io and W. II. A 
siudy of the structures of Ni-I+Io catalyst and 
Ni-W catalyst by X-rtes. The catalysts in 
the preceding report are examined from their 
X-my diffraction. In the else of the Ni-i11o 
catalyst the diliraclion line gradually hemmcs 
dim with the increase of the amount of itlo, 
and the cons[. of the grating becomes larger 

 till the ratio of the atoms is coo: r5, and 
 further incrcau in the amount of 11Io gives 

 dte cons[. value. This suggests that when 
 the most. of grating becomes larger, \[o forms 
 a solid solution and when i[ shows mnst..i4[o 

 co-exists as a solvent, Mo0_. In the eau of 
 two Ni-\V- catalysts, (IV'i atom : W atom, tm 

 5 and too : to}, the X-my di0nction is essen-
 tially similar and it is much the same with 

 that of pure Ni rttalyst. 1n this case it is 
 thought [hat W makes only the Ni-particles 

 smaller. J. C. L. 

    Cntalytic polimerization of olefine. 
 I. Catalyst. BI. Koizumi. J. Chcui. Soc. 

 Jnlxitt, 64, x57-z6z fry{g).-\Iorikawas view 
 that, though reduced Ni can not be a catalyst 

 for the polymerisation of a lower hydra-carbon 
 al [nom temp., it shows catalytic activity when.

ti': ,..
.. ~. .:.

(1944)
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attached to diatom earth, is esptl. examined 
and confirmed. Platinum black has not the 
catalytic activity, pure diatom earth has a 
little activity, and ovdized Ni with diatom 
earth has a higher activity than Ni with diatom 
earth. II. Analysis of polymeridea of 
propylene. LL Koizumi, H. Nisimoto and 
IC. 'I'aga. iGir1., 64, zfii-z7o (ty43)~-It it 
confirmed that the cattlytic activity of diatom 
earth with oxidized Ni for polymerirrtion of 
propylene is far higher than that oC diatom 
earth with Ni. The polymeride is a mixture 
of x-j molecular polymerides and the miring 
ratio of these polymeridcs is almost similar. 
Hence, the reaction mechr is considered to be 
esseni~ally not different. J. C. L. _
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   Ptt of the catalysts used for the 

preparation of monovinyl-acetylene. R. 
Kimni and I11. Sekido. '!'oaiLa 7ti'enk~t JiAo, 
18, t34t-tg4fi (tg43).-The measurements of 
Ptr {~ j) at 80° with electrodes made of 
three kinds of glass-the i\Iac Inner, the soda 
and the hard glasi-were carried out, and it 
was found that the Srst two kinds give the 
value agreeing with the theoretical above Yn 

 and 3, and the third gives it below z. The 
I'rr of the catalytic solo. in question was mea-
sured amt the relation beuveen the concn. of 
IICI and PN before and aher the introduction 
of acetylene is made clear. J. (:. L.
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